LAPP manufactures flexible cables, power and control cables, cable accessories and data and fibre optic cables. And in 1957, company founder Oskar Lapp invented ÖLFLEX®, the first industrially manufactured flexible control cable with colour coding, designed to meet the strictest requirements. LAPP sells an extensive range of flexible cables for a wide array of applications in electrical engineering and telecommunications, measurement, inspection and control technology as well as instrument and mechanical engineering.

Most LAPP products are made in our LAPP production plants. We currently supply 40,000 standard items from stock. LAPP has 18 production sites, around 100 outlets and roughly 44 sales organisations around the world. We employ 4,245 or so people.
The benefits of using EDI at LAPP:

• Your data is recorded and transmitted quickly
• Process reliability guaranteed through automated and secure data exchange with standardised formats
• Worldwide and time-independent information flow
• Cost savings

At LAPP, the following business documents can be sent back and forth via EDI:

• Orders (ORDERS)
• Order confirmations (ORDRSP)
• Changes to orders (ORDCHG)
• Invoices (INVOIC)
• Delivery notes (DESADV)
• Call orders (DELFOR)

EDI (ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE)
A standardised EDI interface ensures business documents are sent to and from ERP systems automatically and electronically.
OPEN CATALOGUE INTERFACE (OCI)

The Open Catalogue Interface (OCI) establishes a direct connection between your ERP system and the LAPP e-shop. OCI is an open and standardised interface for sending shopping cart contents from the LAPP e-shop directly to your inventory control system, including SAP and numerous other ERP systems.

The benefits of using OCI at LAPP:
- Eliminates duplicate entries
- Procurement process with approval procedure is enabled
- Direct connection between the LAPP e-shop and your ERP system
- Dual function enables additional orders to be made
- Saves time and money through ordering direct
- Simplified master data management as master data is copied to your ERP system
- Access to prices and availabilities updated every day
- Standardised interface can be simply rolled out without the involvement of long-winded projects
- Possible customisation options

E-SHOP

Our LAPP e-shop enables you to shop online on our website www.lappgroup.com around the clock, no matter where you are in the world.

The benefits of using the LAPP e-shop:
- Free delivery and order tracking throughout Germany
- Personalised user profile with customised options
- Current availabilities and delivery times
- Product information available to download
- Monthly promotional prices
- Minimum order value of just €50
- “Buy now” option when registered
- Payment by invoice or credit card
The benefits of using Scan2LAPP mobile:

- Compatible with smartphone and tablet
- Supported by Android (version 6 or higher) and iOS (version 11 or higher)
- Transparency and flexibility in availability and quantities simplify order processing
- Barcodes for your warehouse system can be customised and supplied either as a magnet or sticker

Scan2LAPP mobile is so easy to use:

- Access the shopping cart in the LAPP e-shop and connect the scanner to the computer (PC or laptop)
- Scan the barcode of the product you would like to reorder with your smartphone
- Change the order data in the LAPP e-shop as required
- Confirm order. Done!
The new update to our hand scanner, also known as Scan2LAPP mobile, enables you to easily and conveniently scan barcodes using your smartphone.

The benefits of using Scan2LAPP mobile:
- Compatible with smartphone and tablet
- Supported by Android (version 6 or higher) and iOS (version 11 or higher)
- Transparency and flexibility in availability and quantities simplify order processing
- Barcodes for your warehouse system can be customised and supplied either as a magnet or sticker

Scan2LAPP mobile is so easy to use:
- Access the shopping cart in the LAPP e-shop and connect the scanner to the computer (PC or laptop)
- Scan the barcode of the product you would like to reorder with your smartphone
- Change the order data in the LAPP e-shop as required
- Confirm order. Done!